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In The

State of Maryland

Circuit Court

vs.
Adnan Syed

Of

#199103042-46

Baltimore City

★

★

Amended State's Disclosure
NOW come Patricia C. Jessamy, State's Attorney for Baltimore

City, and Kevin Urick,

Assistant-ÿ State's

Attorney, and in

accordance with provisions of Rule 4-263(h) of the Maryland Rules

of Procedure hereby promptly supplement the State's prior

disclosure with the following additional witnesses

and/or

information:
1) On 9/24/99 Dr. Rodriguez orally reported that the state of the
victim's body at the time of disinterment was consistent with the
date of her disappearance;
2) On 9/30/99 Dr. Korrell orally reported that the state of the
victim's body at the time of autopsy was consistent with the data
of her disappearance;
3) The following three property submissions, which were
previously disclosed on Tech. Sanders run sheets, were not
properly entered into the Evidence Control Unit computer and hence
do not appear on the computer printout of the evidence at ECU:
— Item 99008995 items in glove box of victim's car;
— Item 99008996 pair of black shoes in victim's car;
— Item 99008994 papers recovered from trunk of victim's car;

4) The State recently obtained homework assignments and other
school papers of Hae Lee and Adnan Syed. These materials may be
reviewed upon a reasonable request;
5)

The State was able to ascertain that one page of the first
polygraph administered to
S
the one dated February
18, 1999, was omitted in the original disclosure. A copy of the
complete report is attached; the second report was submitted in
its complete form;
_

_

f6)

warrant is
A copy of an additional search and seizure

attached;

The Stare expects to have certified copies of Don
wor* time sheets' at the time of trial. These records may oe
-eviewed upon reasonable request;
7)

3) In response to the Defense's lerter of Septemer 28, 1999, the
State avers: there has been no new evidence collected. Around
the beginning of March a request was made for a DNA workup on
property numbers 99008991 (shirt with suspected blood) and
99004674 (vial of victim's blood). That request was never
processed. On August 31, 1999, Criminalist Salvatore 3ianca
Issued a Trace Analysis report, previously disclosed, concluding
that in fact Property No. 99008991 had red stains that were human
blood. Subsequently, a DNA workup was requested for the stains,
and the blood of Hae Lee , Adnan Syed , and Jay Wilds. That workup

will probably

not

be available by the current trial date.
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ASA Kevin Urick
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Certificate of Service

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1st day of October, 1999, a
copy of the aforegoing State's Supplemental Disclosure was:
Served on the defendant.
7 Served on the defendant's counsel.
Mailed to the defendant.
Mailed to the Defendant's counsel.
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ASA Kevin Urick

